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Academy Magic

Love what you do...do what you love. I reflect on this quote quite often and realize 
that I am living proof of this. I love our Academy. I love what we get to do every day 
for, and with, our staff. I love that–even though I may not get to see every kid every 
day–I still call them “my kids,” because I hear about them so often. I see the product 
of “my kids’” hard work shared amongst our staff and centers and around the world, 
and over the course of the year, they have made their way into my heart.  

“My kids” are tenacious; they have grit. They show up every day and keep trying.  
Sometimes grit and tenacity are more important than the product outcome. “My 

kids”  are learning to love learning and the confidence they are finding. I love that “my kids” are not just mine, 
but ours. In Academy, we have the privilege of doing what we love, and loving what we do.  “Our kids” are 
our why, and our why lives in our hearts.

Emily Jayne
Director of Lindamood-Bell Academy

We create the magic of learning!

John, Ian, and Theo love it when their 
lessons are interactive! Theo was learning 
about maps in Social Studies and invited 
John to join him on a scavenger hunt around 
the center. They had so much fun following 
the map to find their prize!  Also, there are 
so many dates and events in Social Studies 
that John and Ian created a giant timeline 
to keep track of all those dates!  They really 
enjoy learning about the big picture of their 
History journey! 

 Science is also a great hands-on class 
for the boys. For example, Theo made a 
windsock to demonstrate which way the 
wind blows. 

Their collaboration is so fun to watch, but 
the best part of about all these projects is 
when these boys are so excited to share 
what they learned with their families! 

Meet John, Ian, and Theo!

magic of
learning
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GOOD TO KNOW
Lindamood-Bell Academy has a full team of Curriculum 
and Instruction Advisors that include credentialed 
teachers to support our students and staff at every turn.

Curriculum Advisors oversee specific grade bands and 
provide guidance on progressing through curriculum 
courses, accommodations, & modifications. 

Instruction Advisors ensure that sensory-cognitive 
instruction is applied to curriculum, monitor student 
progress and grading, and attend Parent Team 
Conferences.

As student enrollment has grown, new Instruction 
Advisors have been added to the team. This means a 
change in their learning center assignments. As such, 
some students had a new Advisor join their team at 
the start of the second semester. You may receive 
communication throughout the semester from their 
new Advisor and will likely have the opportunity to meet 
them during an upcoming Parent Team Conference. 
Rest assured that all efforts have been made to ensure 
smooth communication prior to the transition so that 
student progress is uninterrupted.

I love working with the Lindamood-
Bell Academy kiddos in Bellevue 
because it’s a new adventure! It’s so 
great to watch their breakthrough 
moments where everything just 
clicks and finally makes sense. One 
of the highlights is watching the 
kids come up with ideas to expand 
on the things they have learned, 
such as making giant timelines, 

posters, pictures, etc. I love that I get to be part of their 
magical journey and help them find success!

~Tiffany Wong, Consultant in Bellevue LC

SHINE ON CAST

UPCOMING EVENTS
February 6: Wacky Wednesday - Twins or Multiples Day

February 13: Wacky Wednesday - Rock ‘n’ Roll Day

February 18: Presidents Day’ - No School

February 20: Wacky Wednesday - Favorite Movie Day

February 27: Wacky Wednesday-  Mustache Day
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